Currently, educational models face the challenge of using information and communication technologies (ICT) to provide their students with the necessary tools and required knowledge in the 21 st Century. The study of distributed systems is increasingly its important due to the popularity of web applications. For this reason, we address in this paper a topic known as the Byzantine Generals problem, which is a topic that has boomed in recent years, with the emergence of Bitcoin and Blockchain. This paper presents a web tool to support the teaching-learning process, which is given between the teacher and the students. The objective of this tool is to familiarize students with notions of consensus algorithms. Using our didactic tool users can visualize the operation of the Byzantine Generals algorithm and improve their knowledge about this consensus case.
Introduction
Computer systems are already immersed in virtually all human activities. In particular, real-time systems are present in increasingly complex tasks and where an error can lead to catastrophic situations. Therefore, the fault tolerance capabilities of this type of systems are important for its success throughout its life cycle. Different characteristics of real-time systems must be converted to make them tolerant to failures, which is why there is a large field of research and development. At present, the use of large distributed systems is becoming more common. For example, online services on the internet, cloud computing, internet of things and artificial intelligence are booming. Many of these systems are distributed systems that need to be scalable, because they constantly add and remove nodes (servers and clients). Distributed systems require being tolerant to failures to guarantee the service both to the current nodes and to those new nodes that want to join the system [1] . In this context, the concept of "distributed consensus" is very important to guarantee reliability in the system. This paper presents a didactic tool to support the study of distributed consensus in the distributed systems. Our didactic tool simulates the case of Byzantine generals for different numbers of nodes with different numbers of traitor generals in order to know if the system can reach a consensus (agreement) [8] .
The rest of this paper has the following organization. Section 2 gives an overview about related work, while an introduction to Byzantine general algorithm is given in Section 3. Design and implementation is given in Section 4. Operation and evaluation of our didactic tool is presented in Section 5. Paper concludes in Section 6.
Related Work
The main topics addressed in this work are two. First issue is about importance of information technologies for teaching-learning process and second issue is about the Byzantine Generals Problem. Several interactive tools can be found in the literature. Interactive Tools for Learning Sensor Network Basics [3] is a tool used to show the nodes in a network as intelligent autonomous sensors, which can measure certain characteristics of their environment, such as temperature, pressure, humidity, acceleration, etc. Wireless sensor networks [4] have a wide range of applications: climate monitoring, flood prevention, seismic monitoring, early detection of forest fires, etc. This tool is useful for master's students interested in wireless sensor networks as a research topic for their thesis, but who do not know enough to make a rational choice. This led the authors to start implementing an easy-to-use multimedia e-learning course, explaining the essential aspects of sensor networks and their routing protocols. It has been observed that students, who have the opportunity to freely experiment with the systems learn faster and with more depth than those who do not have such opportunities. For that reason, a very simple interactive simulator that shows the principles of routing is included in the e-learning course.
One of the systems in which the fault tolerance of the Byzantine generals is being used is the Boeing 777 aircraft (through its ARINC 659 SAFEbus network) [5] . The flight control system of the Boeing 777 and the Boeing 787 flight control systems, use tolerance to Byzantine faults. Because these are real-time systems, Byzantine fault tolerance solutions must have very low latency. For example, SAFEbus can achieve tolerance to Byzantine faults with an order of one microsecond of added latency. The Boeing 777 is the first com-mercial aircraft manufactured by Boeing that employs the fault tolerance of Byzantine generals as the primary flight control system.
Byzantine Generals Algorithm
The problem [6] is that some of the generals are traitors and have as their objective that the armies be defeated. Therefore, our objective is to define an algorithm that allows loyal generals reach a consensus on the action plan. The final decision will be by majority vote on the initial choices. If they tie, the decision is withdrawn. The problem assumes that the generals are computers and the messengers are communication channels. Generals may fail, but not messengers. The requirements to obtain consensus are:
 Termination: all non-defective processes must decide [2] .  Agreement: the final decision of each non-defective process must be identical.
 Validity: if every non-defective process starts with the same value (V), its final decision must be (V).
The problem of the Byzantine generals is frequently referred in the failure tolerance, and it is also known as a Byzantine problem. Lamport et al. [2, 7] demonstrated that in a system with k defective processes, consensus can be achieved only if 2k + 1 processes are functioning correctly, for a total of 3k + 1 processes.
3.1
Case with Three Generals Figure 1 shows the basic example of Byzantine Generals problem. This scenario consists of three generals, which are represented in a hierarchical way. There is a commander (there can only be one) who sends the orders to the general lieutenants that in this first case we have two lieutenants. We note that the generals with the rank of lieutenant cannot send messages to the commander or return those received, because the final agreement is carried only with the generals of the same rank as lieutenants and only if they are loyal generals. In this scenario, three nodes are shown as loyal generals. We see that the general who has the commander hierarchy is who sends the message to the other lieutenants in this case Lieutenant1 and Lieutenant2. The messages that the commander sends are "Attack" given that the commander is a loyal general. Consequently, Lieutenant generals send messages to each other because, as previously explained, the Lieutenant generals cannot communicate with a superior general. Lieutenant1 sends Lieutenant2 the message received by the Commander and consequently Lieutenant2 sends Lieutenant1 the message he received. In this scenario it is assumed that all generals are loyal.
As shown in Figure 1 we have the base case which consists in that all generals are loyal. The general who will be responsible for deciding if consensus is reached will be one of the loyal lieutenants, never a traitor general will have that responsibility to make the decision final in this case can be both Lieutenant1 and Lieutenant2 since both are loyal. After receiving the message from the commander and the lieutenants have finished sending their messages, an evaluation is made of how many are in favor of attacking and how many in favor of retreat and depending on the results of those messages will be how an agreement is reached. In this case, we have that the Lieutenant1 will receive the message from the commander who has sent a message to "Attack" and the other from the Lieutenant2 who in turn also sends the "Attack" message, resulting in the Lieutenant1 reaching an agreement to attack. Now, we analyze what happen when we have a traitor general in the group. Figure  2 shows this scenario. Communication between generals is same and the hierarchy of them is also maintained, the only variant in the scheme is the traitor node. The Commander sends the message "Attack" to the two Lieutenants, but here we see that one of them is a traitor in this case the Lieutenant2. Both lieutenants have already received the message. Then, both nodes exchange its messages together. Lieutenant1 as a loyal general sends the message "Attack" received from the Commander. However, Lieutenant2 is a traitor, then this general changes the message received from the Commander and sends a false message ("Retreat") to Lieutenant1. In this scenario, each Lieutenant receive two messages, one from Commander and the other from another Lieutenant. We can see that Lieutenant 1 receives from Commander the order to "Attack", while from the traitor Lieutenant receives the order "Retreat", resulting in a tie. In this case is not possible to reach an agreement between the nodes. Then, we will analyze a case with four nodes.
Fig. 2.
Case three generals with a traitor (consensus is not possible).
Case with Four Generals
In this scenario, we have four nodes, the hierarchy always remains. Now, there are three Lieutenant generals and a Commander. Commander sends the message (attack) correctly to each of the lieutenants, and after this each lieutenant communicates this message to each other. Thus, Lieutenant1 sends to Lieutenant2 and Lieutenant3 the message "attack" received from the commander. Lieutenant2 and Lieutenant3 performs similar operation. In this case, there is no problem in reaching a consensus. Now, we analyze what happen when we have a traitor general in the group. The analysis is carried out in parts in order to understand well if consensus is reached or not. In the first part, the Commander sends the "Attack" message correctly to the three Lieutenants, as we can see in Figure 3 . However, Lieutenant3 is traitor. Thus, Lieutenant1 and Lieutenant2 forward the message to the other two lieutenants as it was received from the commander, but Lieutenant3 changes the "Attack" message received form the Commander and sends a "Retreat" message to Lieutenant1 and Lieutenant2. Each Lieutenant must take a decision based on the number of messages received. For example, Lieutenant1 receives three messages, one from the Commander and two from the Lieutenants, but one of them is incorrect. Lieutenant1 has two "attack" messages and a "Retreat" message (from traitor general), so as the majority of messages are "Attack", then the consensus is carried out to attack. A similar way is for Lieutenant2. We can see that Commander, Lieutenant1 and Lientenant2 can reach a consensus. 
Design and Implementation
This section gives a briefly description about design and implementation of our web tool. Figure 4 shows a sequence diagram which describes our system for different types of users: a student, a teacher and a general user. Users can see the options shown in the menu and they can choose one of those. In start section a brief description of the origin of this problem is shown. In problem section an explanation about algorithm operation is presented. Finally, in algorithm part we find the Byzantine general model. There each user can perform tests, and analyze the results. To implement our design, we are used several programming tools such as JavaScript (Vis.js library), HTML and CSS. Our implementation considers the following tasks  Draw function. This function creates the array that will contain the nodes, and these are assigned values to each of the variables, which will be as these are identified in the program.
 Commander and Lieutenant Node. After having created the node to which we are going to connect our other generals, we create our Lieutenants. We use a "FOR" cycle to perform the evaluation according to the number of Lieutenants requested by the user. Once nodes have been created, the connection is made with each one of them. We need to avoid overlapping or some inconvenience in the program.
 Restrictions. In order to program works according with the base formula, it was necessary to make the restriction indicated from design, which is the maximum number of traitors that can be in each of the scenarios.
 Check function helps to the user to know the maximum of traitor generals that can be introduced to reach an agreement to attack. This message informs to a user the maximum number of traitor generals to have a consensus of "Attack", but if the user decides to enter another amount the program does not restrict doing this.
Operation and Evaluation
To evaluate our web tool, we organized its operation in three parts:
1. Start. In this section a detailed description of the algorithm is made as well as the analysis of the equation. The base cases that were analyzed in the project are proposed too. Figure 5 shows this scenario.
Fig. 5.
A part of home section of our web page.
2.
Issue. Figure 6 shows the part where the user analyzes the algorithm of the problem, similar to the analysis made in Section 3.
3.
Algorithm is the graphic and interactive part that the user can see. Figure 7 gives an example about the program that indicates the maximum amount of traitor generals that the user can enter. It should be noted that this does not limit the user to enter more, if not, which is a suggestion for the user to obtain a consensus to attack. The user has the option to choose the number of generals to be shown on the platform. A user can also choose how many traitor nodes must appear and at the end of the evaluation a table with the final result is shown. We can see in Figure 8 that result is "CONSENSUS ATTACK". When many nodes are evaluated a graphical representation becomes complex, and our tool uses a table with status of all participant nodes to deal with this problem. Fig. 8 . An example for four generals using our didactic tool.
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Conclusions
This paper presents a didactic tool to help understand the distributed consensus, in particular, the Byzantine Generals problem. In addition, we tested the use ICT as facilitator in the teaching process for the new generations of students who are now more familiar with new devices to access information in Internet. We hope that our didactic tool also helps to disperse the knowledge of a simpler and cheaper way to those places where is difficult to acquire a large number of books. Our didactic tool has had a good acceptance in our academic community because it solves the Byzantine Generals problem of a graphical an interactive way. We think that with the growth of the Internet this type of didactic tools will be very important in the teaching/learning process. As future work, we plan to add a database to our didactic tool in order to storage information about user experience (UX). In such a way that using artificial intelligence techniques we could increase emphasis on knowledge representation as an activity within a perceptual space and organized by social interactions.
